Left ventricular volume determination in the horse by two-dimensional echocardiography: an in vitro study.
This study was designed to evaluate the accuracy of two-dimensional echocardiography (2DE) in determining the left ventricular volume (LVV) of the horse in vitro. After examining the shape of the left ventricular silicon rubber casts of four equine hearts, two modified Simpson's rule methods (Model A and Model B) as combinations of conical shapes and one biplane area-length method as a single cone (Model C) were chosen for volume calculations. One long axis and three short axis planes were used for linear and area 2DE measurements, respectively. The ventricular length (L) was calculated from the chordal length (CL) by using a linear regression equation (L = 5.54 + 1.83 CL) obtained by anatomical measurement of these two parameters on 40 normal hearts. The LVV was calculated in 15 formalin-fixed hearts from 2DE measurements with the three geometric models. Left ventricular casts were then made using silicon rubber, and their volumes were determined by water displacement. The calculated volumes were plotted against cast volumes with linear regression analysis. All calculated LVVs correlated well with the cast LVVs (R = 0.921 to 0.957; P less than 0.001). The highest correlation was provided by Model A which best represented the shape of the left ventricle. This model consisted of a truncated cone bordered by the area at the level of the mitral valve and by the area at the level of the chordae tendineae, plus a cone the base of which was the area at the level of the papillary muscles. The results demonstrate the applicability of 2DE for equine LVV determinations in vitro, similar to other species.(ABSTRACT TRUNCATED AT 250 WORDS)